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Seventy Five Percent of us need glasses!  That's right, three out of four of us require
vision correction to some degree.  
 
It makes sense.  Especially when you factor in that many people are born with poor
vision, the effects of age and loss of focus flexibility, and the rise of time spent staring
at screens!  20/20 vision ensures we can spot stop signs, read that sign on the other
side of the street, and recognize our friends from across the room.  
 
PROBLEM:  How do you buy the right pair of prescription glasses for your needs? 
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Lens choice is the second most important

factor in determining the best eyewear for

you.  In today’s world, there is no one

solution that fits all your needs.  Whether it

is a compromise because of financial

constraints or convenience, this is

important.

 

For example, you work at a computer all

day and you have monitors located at eye

level, but you need to also look down and

see small print. 

 

A standard Progressive Lens might work,

but by the end of the day your neck aches

from tilting your head to see through the

intermediate section of  Progressive

Lenses. 

 

An Occupational Lens that  gives you clear

vision from four feet away to near would

be a better option  and it would improve

the quality of your back and neck at the

end of the day.  

  

Conversely, let’s say  you a re a tennis

player or golfer who needs to see distance

through a  swing.  Rapid movement vision

will not  be good in a variable or Bifocal

Lens. 

 

What I’m suggesting is that one pair of

glasses may not be your answer if you are

looking for the best possible vision for

many tasks at hand. In today’s world, there

is not a solution that will fit all your needs.

 

 1.   FRAME SELECTION
Frame selection is number one.  You see

plenty of marketing for the best shapes for

face shape, but this is marketing hype. 

Yes, eyeglasses are fashion statements. 

However, they  are the foundation to

provide you with the best possible vision.

 

A poorly fit eyeglass frame directly

impacts how well you will  see.  When

measured properly, the  optical center of

your prescription should line up with the

placement of your  eyes.  

 

There is a lot to consider when making

these determinations, e.g., posture,

occupation, lifestyle, activities, etc.  Also,

your type of prescription, whether  strong

or weak, is a determining factor to give

you the best vision possible.

 

A good optician should go over all these

factors before you start  your selection of

frames.  Once this is  determined, the

fashion aspect of your eyeglasses is as

individual as the outfits you wear.

2.   LENS CHOICE
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 3.   LENS MATERIAL
Lens material is the third and possibly the  

most critical part to   ensure the best

visual acuity your corrected vision can get.

Different lenses have different properties.

 

Depending on the strength of the lens

power,  a thinner and lighter lens would

provide the accompaniment to the frame

selection. 

 

Near-sighted people have lenses that are

thick on the edges.  The Pupillary Distance

(PD) and Ocular Height  (OH) play a

significant role on how well you will see. 

 

Lenses are different in  their clarity due to

ABBE value.  The  ABBE value is the

amount of chromatic aberration of an

ophthalmic lens  material.  It is how light

disperses  through the material like a

rainbow when light disperses after hitting

the atmosphere.  

 

The other value to take into consideration

for visual acuity is specific gravity.  Specific

gravity describes just what it sounds like. 

It is the determination of density for a lens

material when comparing its density to

water.  The higher the specific gravity,

the heavier that lens will be for each

power and size of lens.

4.   LENS COATINGS &

OPTIONS
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Lens coatings and  options will either help

or hinder your best possible vision; it

depends on  your activities. 

 

The only two coatings  on an optical lens

that protect your eyes or enhance your

vision are  Ultraviolet and Anti-Reflective

lenses. 

 

I personally recommend UV and Anti-

Reflective coatings on all eyeglasses you

wear.  

 

Other lens coatings, such as Transition

Lenses which get darker with direct

sunlight have their  place for people who

are frequently indoors and outdoors

because you will not need to carry a

second pair of sunglasses. 

  

However, the downfall of Transition Lenses

is that they do not get dark while driving

because there is a ultraviolet inhibitor in

your windshield. They never go back to

clear and you will have less light to see

clearly at night. Your visual acuity is

diminished.   

 

Polarized Sunglass Lenses are a great

choice because they not only block the

visible light shining from above, but also

deflect the light bouncing off the road 

(ground glare).  You see always see

fishermen wearing Polarized Sunglasses

because it cuts out the visible glare,

allowing them to peer into the water. 

Traditional Tinted Sunglasses cannot do

this.



 5.   PRICE
Price is always a factor when purchasing eyewear. If everything was  free, you would get all

the bells and whistles and multiple pairs of eyewear  for each need. However, if you follow

the above tips, you will find eyewear that meets your budget without your having to pay a

fortune.  

 

You will need to take into consideration how you take care of your eyewear.  If you are

rough on your  eyeglasses, try to make sure you allocate your budget for a frame that is well

built and will take abuse. Don’t go for the lightest drill mounted  frames that require more

careful consideration.  

 

Put you hard- earned money into the lens material and coatings that give you the best

vision acuity and you won’t go wrong. Don’t pay for something that is not going to give you

the best vision possible. For example,eyewear with crown glass lenses, UV and anti-

reflective lenses will give you the sharpest vision, but they might be thicker and heavier

than you want. My advice is don’t compromise your vision for vanity. 

 

With these 5 tips, you should be off and running … making this the year of 2020 Vision.
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